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As the world becomes more accessible with the use of technology, stories from the past
are unearthed like fossils left behind. Pioneers of the past who were long forgotten are now given
new life. Irmgard Sörensen-Popitz (Söre) was one such pioneer almost forgotten to graphic
design history. Her work and legacy, however, will live on as one of the first females to be
trained under The Bauhaus in 1924 and she was one of the first women to
claim her career as an advertising design specialist. It is unclear why her
work is not taught in every design textbook. Söre was at the peak of her
career on the wrong side of history. Surviving WWII as a German would
have been tough enough, but to also find the time and purpose to create on
Figure 1
Poster Söre won first
place for Advertising
Art Exhibition in Leipzig
. 95.1 x 62.4 cm. Print
on Paper. (1920).

top of the war is astounding. She is an enigma to be recognized as one of the
first females to defy the feminine stereotypes and pave the way for future
female designers.

Söre’s Early Years
Irmgard Sörensen was born in 1896 in Kiel, Germany. Born during the Victorian era, Söre grew
up being encouraged to paint and draw her whole childhood. Little did her family know that this
frequent practice would turn into a life-long passion of hers. Söre would soon begin to build a
whole career around creativity, spearheading a new era for women. Her childhood
encouragement of painting and drawing soon manifested in a seven-year draftsmanship degree at
the Academy of the Arts in Leipzig. (Morley, 2019) In 1920 she won a contest for a poster for an
Advertising Art Exhibition in Leipzig (Figure 1). (Söre-Popitz, 1920) This was a pivotal moment
for Söre as she realized that this was a career that would be a difficult road, but the right one for
her.
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During Söre’s formative years, graphic design was growing. The Industrial Revolution’s
advancements made the need for design advertising a lucrative career. The need for her to get a
design education became very clear. Founded in 1919, The Bauhaus was a prestigious design
school located in Weimar, Germany. It only existed for 14 years in total, moving part way
through in 1925 when it moved to Dessau where it continued until 1932 when it was moved to its
third and final destination in Berlin where it closed in 1933. The Bauhaus School's primary
purpose was to create a universal language combining mass production and quality design and
architecture. The Bauhaus created many design discoveries still used today, according to The
Bauhaus Kooperation, more than 1,250 students from 28 different countries studied under its
tutelage. (The Bauhaus Foundation, 2019).
The first year it was founded, in 1919 women were admitted into The Bauhaus,
begrudgingly. Walter Gropius, a German architect who founded The Bauhaus pushed the school
to be progressive and admit women into the program because the current political climate was
focusing on women’s rights. Even though Gropius opened the school to women, many professors
and members of the school did not approve. They rejected the idea of women becoming
“Masters” in anything. However, in the fall of 1919 there were more women than men who
applied for admission to the school. The women were quickly pushed into weaving,
bookbinding, pottery, and any other “feminine” skills referred to as “arty-crafty” (Kater, 2014).
According to Oskar Schlemmer (who was a Master and teacher at The Bauhaus) he was
notorious for saying “where there’s wool, you’ll women find, weaving just to pass the time”
(Kater, 2014). Ironically however, the weaving shop was the only craft shop within the Bauhaus
workshops making a large profit, and it largely consisted of women textile designers and
weavers who produced the products sold. “13 men studied weaving, against 128 of the 462
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female students at the Bauhaus. Only 36 women took the building theory course. Of the female
students who completed more than the Vorkurs (a foundation course), getting on for half (46.4%)
were in the weaving workshop.” (Julius, 2019). The weaving and textiles would be something
Söre experienced in her year at The Bauhaus, but she learned many other design skills that are
referenced in her work later in her career.
Many women who were admitted into The Bauhaus received poor treatment by their
professors. Either through sexist segregation techniques like assigning red for men and blue to
females inside of the classroom, or outrightly arguing with women to force them to leave or
exchanging rank for sexual relations, the women were clearly treated as second class students.
The situation for women at the Bauhaus was steeped in the attitudes of the era. Even after
completion of the school, many women were not given the same opportunities as the men who
were the only ones who could be qualified as “Masters”. Söre wasn’t alone on the trail she was
blazing. Many women went on to help build the legacy of The Bauhaus. It wasn’t until 1923 that
there was an open Master’s position available for a woman that Gertrud Grunow snatched,
however, in one year, she was fired (Kater, 2014). The school never fully accepted women as
equals even after they were admitted into the program. Marianne Brandt was successful under
the tutelage of Moholy-Nagy because he saw women as equals. The female students at the
Bauhaus were very much at the mercy of their Master's point of view on equality. Even if they
were successful, completed all their coursework and sailed over the hurdles of being a female in
a man’s world, Bauhaus women were not allowed to get an apprenticeship from the Weimar
Chamber of Commerce entitling them for work. Not getting an apprenticeship would mean that
many women would never get the chance to become a Master Craftsman (Kater, 2014). Clearly
equality for the genders was decades off in the future.
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Irmgard Sörensen-Popitz's Design Education
Irmgard Söre-Popitz (once married) had to apply twice to get into the Bauhaus. When she was
accepted into The Bauhaus in 1924, her work evolved and was shaped heavily by her instructors
- László Moholy-Nagy, Paul Klee and Wassily Kandinsky. Much of her early work follows the
constructivism style. Constructivism was an art movement founded in 1913 using abstract
geometric shapes. It pulls from futurism and cubism to create industrial and commercial art
(Brittanica, 2015). The Bauhaus Kooperation quotes Söre saying, “I went to the Bauhaus
Weimar because I was keen to meet like-minded people” (The Bauhaus Foundation, 2009). Even
though she took the road less traveled for many women during this time, she still viewed herself
as unequal to men. In Söre’s journals she writes about how certain philosophies or theories
weren’t worth pursuing because of who she was as a woman. There was a definite glass ceiling
throughout the entire the republic of Germany during this time.
Attitudes Toward Women Around the World in the 1920’s
It is of note that women in different countries at this time viewed equality of men and women
differently. The western view of independence and equality carried a different weight than in
other parts of the world. Women in Graphic Design: 1890 - 2012 revealed how other European
women designers had different views on feminism (Glickfeld, 2013). When struggling in an
autocratic state for the subsistence needs of food, water and shelter, women do not have the
luxury of being concerned about equality with men. Eye Magazine’s review of women in design,
written by Elizabeth Glickfeld states “From her interviews with graphic designers in the former
East Germany, Judith Siegmund suggests that issues of gender inequality are not perceived as
relevant, or are subsumed, when living in an authoritarian state.” (Glickfeld, 2013). The
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authoritarian regime of Germany during this time kept the focus for many people on survival
rather than thriving and improving their society. At that time, the goal was to get food on the
table and keep families safe.
Söre after Leave the Bauhaus
Söre didn’t stay longer than two semesters at the Weimar Bauhaus. By the time she left, The
Bauhaus was moving to Dessau. Söre may have had mixed feelings about continuing to be a
student there during that transition. According to Söre’s journal entry, there may be some subtext
that she didn’t agree with their new motto “art and technology - a new unity.” (Morley, 2019).
It’s not clear what her true feelings were, but one could infer that the toxic environment laid out
for women in The Bauhaus and the credo of The Bauhaus didn’t match. Regardless of how the
relationship ended, Söre felt confident enough to leave and begin pursuing a career in the
commercial arts. She had a well-stocked portfolio of work from her year and began going around
to different businesses in Weimar networking for jobs as a freelancer. At this time, she gave
herself the title of “Advertising Design Specialist.”
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“Nevertheless, when Popitz moved back to Leipzig to set out on her own,
she applied her Bauhaus training to commissions from publishers,
household appliance companies, and other local businesses. And although
many of her commercial designs bear the unmistakable influence of her
male modernist mentors, Popitz also embellished her work with
Figure 2

geometric characters that represented a range of female body types,

Advertisement for Thügina .
Created one year after Söre
left The Bauhaus. The
distinctive geometric shapes
lends itself to her artistic
education under
Constructivist mentors.
However, the different body
shapes was her own special
twist to the ad. (SörensenPopitz, 1925)

lending her designs a distinctively feminine gaze.” (Morely, 2019). Some
of Söre’s early work after leaving The Bauhaus was for a housewife’s
kitchen ad in Weimar (Figure 2). Like Morely mentions, her work has
distinctive features relating back to the Constructivist based education she
received, however, the different types of bodies represented is Söre’s

unique perspective. (Morley, 2019)
Figure 3

Söre’s graphic design Ad from 1925.

Jan Tschichold’s cover
design for Die neue
Typographie (The New
Typography).
Published in 1928.
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Söre’s early poster advertisement for a
gymnastics event. 44.9 cm x 59.8cm. Very
plain and simple with clean lines and
sections for different parts of information.
(Popitz, 1925).
Her ad here looks very similar to Jan
Tschichold’s typography and design
legacy. Jan was born in Leipzig Germany
in 1902 and was very influenced as well
from the constructivism movement in
Germany during his career (Strizver,
2018). The book cover came out three
years after the ad. It is difficult to say if he
had been influenced by Söre but the style
of the age was very clear in the late 1920’s
of Germany. Both designs take the eye
along the page where the lines meet and
connect, it sections off information in
creative ways for contrast and perspective.
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Much of Söre’s work is for covers of various magazines and advertisements for women.
She focused on the female figure using The Bauhaus principles she learned and yet also uses her
own perspective to create unique looking people distinctive to her style.
Figure 4
Magazine spread for ‘Die Neue
Linie’ in 1932. 36.5 cm x 27 cm.
Her spot illustrations and
sectioning of the information
shows a clear, concise
understanding of how to display
information. She isn’t going out
of her way to do anything unique
other than through her
drawings.(Popitz, 1932)

Söre’s Career Evolves
Her work takes a slight shift when she was hired on for a very prominent magazine called
Die Neue Linie (The New Line). When she began working in the early 1930’s it was very clear
she was still using the Constructivism rules she learned from The Bauhaus (See figure 4). She
began as a designer and eventually moved to become the creative director for this magazine. Her
influence from The Bauhaus recognized in this cover design from 1935. The three steel rails
with no visual corner support are found also on the front of the Bauhaus School in Dessau built
by Walter Gropius. (Figure 5) During the time the Dessau school was being built, Söre may have
seen some plans or even referenced it later after she left. (Figure 4).
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Figure 5
Cover for Die Neue Linie. The female
standing on the porch takes a similar view
of The Bauhaus architecture (photo on the
right). Whether intentionally or
unintentionally, the comparison is
noticeable. (Sörensen-Popitz, 1935)

Figure 6
Photo of The Bauhaus in Dessau made by Walter
Gropius. (Gropius, 1924). The building wouldn’t have
been move-in ready by the time Söre left, which means
she saw early plans of it during her time there, or years
later while working she may have seen a photo of it in
passing and it stuck with her.

(Figure 6) Her cover designs and article designs have an interesting comparison between posh,
clean and colorful elements integrated with black and white photographs that seem more casual.
Through WWI and WWII, she spent her time in Liepzig as a freelance advertising designer for
Otto Beyer. Much of her work from this time was lost during the bombing raids.
“At the beginning of the Nazi regime, Popitz had attempted to
hide all of her Bauhaus studies in the basement of her husband’s
doctor’s office, yet they were still destroyed later during the bombing
of Leipzig. Most of her early work is lost. What exactly she produced
for Otto Beyer during the war years also remains a mystery, as the
publishing house was heavily damaged as well. Due to all these losses,
Schröter notes that the true scope of Popitz’s commercial output will
remain unknown.” (Morely, 2019) . Söre’s most notable work still
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Figure 7
Article for Die Neue Linie “The New
Line” a modern lifestyle magazine . The
spread was created by Söre in 1935.
(Sörensen-Popitz, 1935)
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intact today is the brochure ‘Ihre Webung und die Frau’ (Your Advertising and Women) from
1935. The work has been “recognized as an outstanding example of advertising graphics from
that period” in the book Women in Graphic Design (Breuer, 2012). (Figure 8)
As she kept working her designs had become more refined. She
pulls in more elaborate printing techniques, beyond just photographs
and transparencies. She explores die-cuts and blind embossing. Her
work represents variations of the female form and has become far more
confident in experimentation with layout. Even though the war around
her was happening, she consistently had work as a graphic designer and
Figure 8

on top of that, found time to paint in her spare time.

Söre’s most notable graphic
design work - ‘Ihre Webung
und die Frau’. Brochure cover
for the publisher Otto Beyer
(Sörensen-Popitz, 1935)

Figure 9
Söre’s styles began to shift and
become more defined. She was
comfortable using basic shapes, but
slowly over the course of her
career, she starts exploring
different mediums, different and
different styles. She creates more
complicated structures that are still
using minimalism, but has a more
finessed structure to it.

Advertisement for Thügina (1925)

Ihre Webung und die Frau (1935)
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Unfortunately, even at the end of the second World War, difficulties remained for
Germany. Many people suffered harsh realities in their daily struggle for existence. After the war
there was a lot of poverty and fear while people had to rebuild what they lost. Söre’s home was
bombed, she lost much of her early work and was just trying to pick up the pieces. “Throughout
Europe, the huge losses of what came to be called the Great War had a major impact on the
collective unconscious. Germany was the greatest loser, with enormous casualties, reduced
territory, and economic and social problems far worse than those of the victors. The crisis of its
dominant fiction was extreme, spanning from social identity to architecture. Architectural forms
associated with the old social order were rejected.” (Ray, 2001) The Bauhaus was the hub of
architecture and design. Everything it had built had become taboo after the war. It could no
longer stand as a powerhouse of design and architecture. On a micro-level, Söre was directly
affected by the aftermath of war. Söre may have had different opportunities leading her to
becoming more noteworthy in the design textbooks had her country not been in jeopardy at the
height of her career. However, while she peaked in her design career working for Otto Beyer, the
tragedies of the war were overwhelming.
After the War
Once the war was officially over, Söre and her husband
moved to Frankfurt to start fresh. Sadly, however her husband
passed away in 1949. Now that she is dependent solely upon
herself, Söre goes back to her
draftsman roots and begins

Figure 10

Figure 11

designing book covers for

Title: Untitled (Book-cover design for InselVerlag publishers) (Sörensen-Popitz, 1950–
1956b)

Insel-Bücherei. (See Figure 7&8) Insel-Bücherei is a book
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series that has been publishing since 1912. They have published over 1,600 different titles
showcasing patterns on the cover depicting different scenes in nature. (Lotze, Thomas). Her
painting at the time is abstract expressionist based. Her flexibility as an artist enabled her to be
able to transition between commercial cover designs to abstract expressionist paintings
showcases Söre’s versatility in her creativity. She can work with photographs and emboss
gorgeously crafted pieces of art and then transition to loose patterns or to fluid abstract paintings
quickly.
After many years of producing these covers, Söre finally
picked up a brush again in 1956. Her painting techniques had
changed entirely. She began experimenting with a new art
movement starting in the 1940’s called Informel Style. She did not
start the movement, but had become heavily influenced by it in her
paintings. Informel style features abstract paintings labeled as
“improvisatory methodology and highly gestural technique.”
(Tate, 2017). The work was featured in a book by Michel Tapié
called Un Art Autre, where Tapié classifies these paintings as a

Figure 12
Title: Beginning of spring
[(Abstract composition in green,
brown, yellow, orange, purple and
black) (Sörensen-Popitz, 1957)

whole art movement because of the time period, the casual line
work and gestural approaches. (Tate, 2017). Some notable artists under this category include
Karel Appel, Alberto Burri, and Henri Michaux. (Tate, 2017). Söre painted using these
techniques for the rest of her life. The timing of this art movement across Europe after the war,
suggests that a loose, gestural style was needed for creating work after so many artists
experienced loss, grief and tremendous struggle.
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Irmgard Sörensen-Popitz passed away in 1993 at the age of
97. Wilma Stöhr, a gallery owner in Wuppertal inherited her art and
design work. Irmgard Sörensen-Popitz wasn’t well known and in
fact is not really spoken about in most graphic design history
lectures. She was one of the first women to be trained at The
Bauhaus under László Moholoy-Nagy, Paul Klee and Wassily
Kandinsky in the field of advertising. She defied all odds of the
period and studied a topic that was “meant” for the opposite gender.
By paving the way for other women, Söre unknowingly was a
design pioneer for the future women in the creative industry. She
Figure 13
Title: Untitled (Abstract
composition in red, green and
brown) (Sörensen-Popitz, 1989)

didn’t focus on one specific skillset but had many different notable
creative styles in her portfolio. She designed magazines and

advertisements, created covers using different kinds of printing technology, and later in her life,
she also made paintings and sketches. This renaissance woman was a force to be reckoned with.
Trail blazers like her must be recognized for their ingenuity, resourcefulness, and contribution to
the careers of future designers because without their efforts, the creative industry would not be
where it is today.
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